
WRITING COMMENTS FOR REPORT CARDS

Report card comments don't have to be hard. Here's our list of useful examples (plus 10 writing tips) that encourage
students and save you.

Whenever you have to write a negative comment, always include a positive ending statement, if applicable, to
show the student is improving or progressing in some ways. Rarely is involved in group writing assignments,
and does not regularly contribute to the group. Please contact me if you need supplemental learning materials
to use at home for practice. Is able to take directions well and instantly apply them to his or her writing skills.
Needs improvement in basic writing skills. Use specific examples Record and use classroom anecdotes in your
assessments. I suggest reviewing writing skills and techniques at home to help improve writing quality and
errors. Requires constant supervision and direct assistance with their writing assignments and is unable to
complete an entire assignment without writing errors. Is able to spell complex words with little to no errors.
Needs to increase his or her placement of words. Effective report card comments are expressed with clear and
simple phrasing, using: Language that is easy to understand for both students and parents, as opposed to
educational jargon used from the curriculum. She has provided remedial enrichment curriculums and worked
with both bilingual and special needs students. Has the ability to write complex thought patterns. Report cards
advice suggested comments Report Card Comments: Advice and Suggested Phrases for All Subjects We
found 15 items How to write effective comments on student report cards Stumped by what to say and tired of
writing the same things over and over again while writing report card comments? As elementary teacher
Donna Donaghue remarks in her book A Guide for Beginning Elementary Teachers: Getting Hired and
Staying Inspired : If there is a problem, most parents will be grateful to you for telling them and will want to
help you correct it as soon as possible. More improvement is needed in the areas of dictation, weekly spelling
tests, sentence structure. Has a vocabulary that is substantially larger than most of the other students. This
student requires extra attention concerning the application of previously learned skills and techniques. Is not
afraid to showcase their writing skills in front of the class. Feel free to move on and return to those students
periodically or as you find the right language to express your insights. They can also be used to praise a child's
accomplishments and hard work, giving that student the encouragement they deserve. Highly suggest
reviewing cursive writing skills at home to help improve their cursive writing skills. Understands how to
incorporate complex words into their sentences while still keeping the tone and flow natural.


